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Let there be light! 
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Light  
abundant:  
gamma rays 



Light, WEP I, WEP II & EEP 

 Light is abundant since 1 μs (proton formation) 
or earlier after big bang 

 Galileo EP (WEP I) for photon: the light 
trajectory is dependent only on the initial 
direction – no splitting & no retardation/no 
advancement, independent  of polarization and 
frequency 

 WEP II, no polarization rotation 

 EEP, no amplification/no attenuation, no spectral 
distortion  
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The ISSUE 
(Why Minkowski Metric? from 

gravity point of view) 

 How to derive spacetime structrure/the lightcone 
from classical, local and linear electrodynamics 

 (i) the closure condition 

 (ii) The Galileo weak equivalence principle 

 (iii) The non-birefringence (vanishing double 

         refraction) and “no amplification/dissipation”  

         condition of astrophysical/cosmological  

         electromagnetic wave propagation from  

         observations 
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Premetric formulation of 
electromagnetism  

 In the historical development, special relativity arose from the 

invariance of Maxwell equations under Lorentz transformation.  

 In 1908, Minkowski [1] further put it into 4-dimensional geometric 

form with a metric invariant under Lorentz transformation.  

 The use of metric as dynamical gravitational potential [2] and the 

employment of Einstein Equivalence Principle for coupling gravity to 

matter [3] are two important cornerstones to build general relativity 

 In putting Maxwell equations into a form compatible with general 

relativity, Einstein noticed that the equations can be formulated in a 

form independent of the metric gravitational potential in 1916 [5,6].  

 Weyl [7], Murnaghan [8], Kottler [9] and Cartan [10] & Schrödinger 

further developed and clarified this resourceful approach. 
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Metric-Free and Connection-Free 

 Maxwell equations for macroscopic/spacetime electrodynamics 

in terms of independently measurable field strength Fkl (E, B) and 

excitation (density with weight +1) Hij (D, H) do not need metric 

as primitive concept (See, e. g., Hehl and Obukhov [11]):  

                 Hij
,j = − 4π Ji,       eijklFjk,l = 0,       (1) 

 with Jk the charge 4-current density and eijkl the completely anti-

symmetric tensor density of weight +1 with e0123 = 1. We use units 

with the light velocity c equal to 1.To complete this set of 

equations, a constitutive relation is needed between the excitation 

and the field: 

                Hij = (1/2) χijkl Fkl.                                 (2) 
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Constitutive relation : Hij = (1/2) χijkl Fkl.                                  
Since both Hij and Fkl are antisymmetric, χijkl must be 

antisymmetric in i and j, and k and l. Hence χijkl has 36 
independent components. 

 Principal part: 20 degrees of freedom 

 Axion part: 1 degree of freedom 

       (Ni 1973,1974,1977; Hehl et al. 2008 Cr2O3) 

 Skewon part: 15 degrees of freedom  

       (Hehl-Ohbukhov-Rubilar skewon 2002) 
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Related formulation in the 
photon sector: SME & SMS 

 The photon sector of the SME Lagrangian is given by Lphoton
total 

= − (1/4) Fμν F
μν − (1/4) (kF)κλμνF

κλ Fμν + (1/2) (kAF)κεκλμνA
λFμν 

(equation (31) of [7]). The CPT-even part (−(1/4) (kF)κλμνF
κλ Fμν) 

has constant components (kF)κλμν which correspond one-to-one to 

our χ’s when specialized to constant values minus the special 

relativistic χ with the constant axion piece dropped, i.e. (kF)κλμν = 

χκλμν – (1/2) (ηκμ ηλν − ηκν ηλμ). The CPT-odd part (kAF)κ also has 

constant components which correspond to the derivatives of 

axion φ,κ when specilized to constant values. 

 SMS in the photon sector due to Bo-Qiang Ma is different from 

both SME and χκλμν-framework. 
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The ISSUE 
(Why Minkowski Metric? from 

gravity point of view) 

 How to derive spacetime structrure/the lightcone 
from classical, local and linear electrodynamics 

 (i) the closure condition 

 (ii) The Galileo weak equivalence principle 

 (iii) The non-birefringence (vanishing double 

         refraction) and “no amplification/dissipation”  
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Skewonless case:  
EM wave propagation 
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Dispersion relation and Nonbirefringence condition 
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The birefringence condition  
in Table I – historical background 
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Empirical  
Nonbirefringence Constraint 

 to 10−38, i.e., less than 10−34 = O(Mw/Mplanck)
2 

a significant constraint on quantum gravity  
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Empirical foundations of the closure 
relation for the skewonless case 
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The (generalized) closure relation is satisfied 

From table I, this is verified to 10× 10−38 

Less than 100 operations 



The Cosmic MW Background Spectrum: 
2.7255 ±  0.0006 K 

D. J. Fixsen, Astrophys. J. 707 (2009) 916 
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No amplification/ 
No attenuation 
(No dilaton) 
 
No distortion 
(No Type I Skewon 
 
Redshifted(Acceleration 
Equivalent) 



Present & Past 

 6.0K <T(2.33771) < 14K Prediction: 9.1 K(2000) 

 The measurement is based on the excitation of 
the two first hyperfine levels of carbon (C and 
C+ induced by collisions and by the tail of the 
CMB photon distributions. Nature 2000 

     (inconsistency : H2 and HD  abundance  

      measurement) (2001) 

 The cosmic microwave background 
radiation temperature at z = 3.025 

     toward QSO0347-3819,  P Molaro et al      

     Astronomy & Astrophysics 2002 

 Measurement of effective temperature 

       at different redshift 
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A & A 
2014 
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Results 
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Constraint from CMB spectrum 



Dilaton and variation of constants 

 

 

 

 

 Fritzsch et al, variation of the fine structure constant 
(some astophysical observations) 

 Shu Zhang & Bo-Qiang Ma, 

    (Possible) Lorentz violation  

      from gamma-ray bursts  

           (10 Gev) 
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CMB observations 
7 orders or more improvement in amplitude,  
15 orders improvement in power since 1965 

 1948 Gamow – hot big bang theory; Alpher & Hermann – 
about 5 K CMB 

 Dicke -- oscillating (recycling) universe: entropy  CMB 

 1965 Penzias-Wilson excess antenna temperature at 4.08 
GHz 3.5± 1 K 2.5 4.5 (CMB temperature measurement ) 

 Precision to 10-(3-4)  dipolar (earth) velocity measurement 

 to 10-(5-6) 1992 COBE anisotropy meas.  acoustic osc. 

 2002 Polarization measurement (DASI) 

 2013 Lensing B-mode polarization (SPTpol) 

 2014 POLARBEAR, BICEP2 and PLANCK (lensing & dust B-
mode) 
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Three processes can produce CMB  
B-mode polarization observed 

 (i) gravitational lensing from E-mode 

          polarization (Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1997),  

 (ii) local quadrupole anisotropies in the CMB within the  

        last scattering region by large scale GWs (Polnarev 1985)  

 (iii) cosmic polarization rotation (CPR) 

   due to pseudoscalar-photon interaction  

   (Ni 1973; for a review, see Ni 2010). 

    (The CPR has also been called  

    Cosmological Birefringence) 

 (iv) Dust alignment  
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 consistent 
with no CPR 
detection 

 The constraint 
on CPR 
fluctuation is 
about 1. 5◦. 
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NEW CONSTRAINTS ON COSMIC POLAR-
IZATION ROTATION FROM DETECTIONS OF B-

MODE POLARIZATION IN CMB 
Alighieri, Ni and Pan 



CPR Discussions (1404.1701) 
           Ap. J. September 1, 2014 

 We have investigated, both theoretically and 
experimentally, the possibility to detect CPR, or set 
new constraints to it, using its coupling with the B-
mode power spectra of the CMB.  

 Three experiments have detected B-mode 
polarization in the CMB: 

     SPTpol (Hanson et al. 2013) for 500<l<2700,  

     POLARBEAR (Ade et al. 2014a) for 500<l<2100,  

     BICEP2 (Ade et al. 2014b) for 20<l<340. 
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Discussion 
Looking for empirical evidence for going from 
generalized to original closure relation also 

  Skewonless case is summarized in Table I 

  Skewonful case is summarized in Table II 

 With the empirical constraints, axion, dilaton and Type II skewon 

    would warrant to be studied further in vacuum and in     

     cosmos. There are eight degrees of freedom. Among this    

     asymmetric metric would be to be explored for torsion, dark  

     matter,  dark energy. Eddington, Einstein, Straus, Schrödinger …      

     have considered this. It might be considered again in a different      

     way. Especially when skewon could be source for torsion (Hehl’s  

     talk in this workshop) 
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WEP II and GP-B  
   experiment 
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Gyro gravitational ratio 

 Gyrogravitational factor is defined to be the response of 
an angular momentum in a gravitomagnetic field 

 If we use macroscopic spin angular momentum in GR as 
standard, its gyromagnetic ratio is 1 by definition 

 As studied by Obukhov, Silenko & Teryaev (talk by 
Teryaev), for a Dirac particle, the response of the spin of a 
Dirac particle is the same in gravitomagnetic field, so its 
gyromagnetic ratio should be 1 also. (See, also, Huang & 
WTN, arXiv:gr-qc/0407115) 

 Active frame-dragging of a polarized Dirac particle is the 
same of that of a macroscopic angular momentum, 
Andrew Randono Phys.Rev.D81:024027,2010 
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Potential Experiments  
to measure particle gyromagnetic ratio 
-- probing the structure and origin of gravity 

 using spin-polarized bodies (e.g. polarized solid He3) 

    instead of rotating gyros in a GP-B type experiment to      

     measure the He3 gyrogravitational ratio (Ni 1983c). (or    

       HoFe, TbFe)  

 Atom interferometry (Berman 1997, Dimopoulos et al 
2008),  

 Nuclear spin gyroscopy (Kornack et al 2005), 
comagnetometer (Allmendinger, Tullney, Changbo Fu talks 

  superfluid He3 gyrometry 

 Precision needed: e.g., comagnetometer, measuring earth 
rotation to 103, needs another 6-7 order of magnitude  
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Spin-Mass coupling 
 Before 2010  

 Recent results- 

 Fu’s talk (2013 
Duke, Indiana & 
Shanghai Jiaotong  

 Tullney’s talk 

 Tullney’s talk 
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Spin-Cosmos Experiments 
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1.5x1031GeV 

5x1030GeV 
For electron 

Allmendinger et al. (talk) 
As (for polarized valence n) 
a result we obtain an upper 
limit on the equatorial 
component of the background 
field interacting with the 
spin of the bound neutron 
~bn⊥ < 8.4 ×  10−34 GeV 

(68% C.L.). Our result 
improves our previous limit 
(data measured in 2009) by a 
factor of 30 and the world’s 
best limit by a factor of 4. 
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articles of the title page 
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Thank You！ 


